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1 - Beauty Within Us

Within the noon of midnight
When everything seems dead.
Look to the stars, with thoughts in your head.
Playing with the fiddle
Sits the cat on the moon.
Sings its sad song with all the world in tune.

"Come; come now down to the fields of blue."
"Hear the heart beat melody of the song in the brush."
"See the owl sings with darkened hues."
"Come down to the river and watch the waters rush."
"Swim within the golden sea's of song in the mist."
"And feel the warmth of the world and its kiss."

So says the cat
With the fiddle in the moon.
As the world dances round
To the cats eerie tune.

The beauty that's within us
Within the Mana flow
Deep as the night but as pure as the snow.

So says the cat
With the fiddle in the moon.
As the world dances round
To the cats eerie tune.

"Come now sweet bliss, replace the sadness of soul."
"Dance with in your blankets of stardust in the trees."
"Gone with the void, filled within the hole."
"Hold with sweet melodies of what the eye do see."
"Heart of the rose bloom with the thorn."
"Child of mischief and mother of scorn."

So says the cat
With the fiddle in the moon.
As the world dances round
To the cats eerie tune.

The beauty that's within us



Within the Mana flow
Deep as the night but as pure as the snow.

The beauty that's with us, does not go.
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